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Introduction

Welcome to this month’s issue of the electronic newsletter of the Royal United Services
Institute of New South Wales (RUSI NSW), the aim of which is to provide members,
stakeholders, and other interested parties up-to-date news of our latest activities and events as
well as information on defence issues.
There is no charge to receive this newsletter electronically and recipients are not required to
be a member of the RUSI NSW. Invite your colleagues to receive this newsletter by going to
the newsletter page on the RUSI NSW website http://www.rusinsw.org.au/Newsletter
where they can register their email contact details.

Latest News and Events
Retirement of DMO CEO Warren King
In a statement on 27 February the Minister for Defence thanked the
outgoing Chief Executive of the Defence Materiel Organisation (DMO), Mr
Warren King, who had previously announced his retirement, for his hard
work and service. Mr King has had a long and distinguished career spanning almost five
decades in Defence including twenty years in the Royal Australian Navy.

Defence celebrates International Women’s Day
Defence will host a range of events in March as part of the United Nations
Women Australia’s International Women’s Day 2015 celebrations.
Chief of the Defence Force, Air Chief Marshal Mark Binskin said the
events would align with this year’s theme, Let’s not wait another 20 years
for gender equality and the UN’s HeForShe campaign, which encourages
men to identify and take steps to support women and gender equality.
“International Women’s Day is an opportunity for Defence to demonstrate
support for women, both within its workforce and around the world,” ACM Binskin said.
“On an operational level, our military efforts have played a critical role in providing security,
facilities and education for
women in areas of conflict
like those in Afghanistan.”
Although men still make up
the majority of its workforce,
in recent years Defence has
improved access to flexible
work arrangements within
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both the military and civilian workforce and removed gender restrictions in combat roles.
ADF combat role employment categories were opened to current serving ADF women in
2013 with direct recruitment to commence by 2016. While acknowledging Defence still has
some way to go to achieve the deep cultural reform it seeks, Defence leaders are confident
these are being addressed through the continued implementation of Defence’s cultural reform
strategy – Pathway to Change.

Air Force aircraft and personnel depart for the Middle East
A contingent of Royal Australian Air Force
personnel and aircraft departed for the Middle
East from RAAF Base Tindal in the Northern
Territory on 4 March to replace elements of the
initial Air Task Group which deployed to the
Middle East Region in September 2014. The Air
Task Group is a key part of Operation OKRA, the
Australian Defence Force’s contribution to the
international effort to disrupt and degrade the
Daesh terrorist threat in Iraq.
Six F/A-18A
Hornets from RAAF Base Tindal will replace the
six F/A-18F Super Hornets currently operating in the Middle East, and will join Australia’s
Air Task Group that includes a KC-30A Multi Role Tanker Transport and an E-7A Wedgetail
Airborne Early Warning and Control aircraft. RAAF C-130J Hercules and C-17A
Globemaster III aircraft are also available to provide additional humanitarian and logistic
support as required. There are currently approximately 600 ADF personnel deployed to the
Middle East as part of Australia’s contribution to the international effort to disrupt and
degrade the Daesh terrorist threat. Australia’s support to the mission is at the request of the
Iraq and US Governments.

ADF to prepare troops for Iraq mission
The ADF is commencing preparations to contribute to the
Building Partner Capacity (BPC) mission in Iraq. Around
300 troops drawn primarily from Brisbane’s 7th Brigade will
undertake training and preparation over the coming weeks to
be ready for potential deployment in May. These Army
members will form Task Group Taji that will comprise a
training team with command, force protection and support
elements and include infantry, cavalry, logistic,
communication and medical personnel. Task Group Taji will
contribute to the next phase of the Coalition’s strategy to disrupt, degrade and ultimately
defeat Daesh and will work closely with personnel from New Zealand and the United States
on the BPC mission. Having arrested Daesh’s advance, the Iraqi Security Forces now
require support to build their capacity to reclaim and hold their territory. The BPC mission is
designed to generate capable and effective forces with the capacity to conduct independent
combat operations against Daesh.
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Launch of Plan Jericho
A strategy to transform the Royal Australian Air
Force for the future, Plan Jericho, was released by the
Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal Geoff Brown AO on
23 February in Melbourne ahead of the Australian
International Airshow at Avalon. AIRMSHL Brown
said the much-anticipated plan would set Air Force on
a path of transformation for the future.
“In the next 10 years, the Royal Australian Air Force will have one of the most advanced
aircraft fleets in the world. This will make our Air Force operations fundamentally different.
The E-7A Wedgetail is already in service, and the F-35A Lightning II, P-8A Poseidon and
EA-18G Growler are only a few years away. “These aircraft will bring more data and
situation awareness than ever before. We need to be able to share this information across
aircraft platforms through networking, and enable good decisions without being overwhelmed
by the high volumes of data. “We need to work across Defence, to create integration with
Army and Navy’s technologies to deliver the best possible options for Government from
these advanced aircraft. “We need to transform ourselves into a truly integrated, networked
force that can realise the potential of this technology, and maintain our position as masters of
the air domain,” he said.

Strategic direction of the Future Submarine Program
On 20th February the Government announces the
acquisition strategy for the Future Submarine
Program. The announcement set out details of the
competitive evaluation process that will be
undertaken by the Department of Defence. The
process outlined by the Government was said by the
Minister to provide a pathway for Australian
industry to maximise its involvement in the program,
whilst not compromising capability, cost, program
schedule or risk. The Government expects that
significant work will be undertaken in Australia
during the build phase of the future submarine
including combat system integration, design assurance and land-based testing which will
result in the creation at least 500 new high-skill jobs in Australia, the majority of which will
be based in South Australia.
The Future Submarine Program is the largest Defence procurement program in Australia’s
history and represents an investment in the order of $50 billion in Australia’s security. These
costs will be subject to refinement through the competitive evaluation process. A significant
proportion of this investment will be spent in Australia during the lifetime of the future
submarine. Defence advises that for Australian industry to have the best opportunity to
maximise their involvement in the Future Submarine Program, it needs to work with an
international partner.
Based on work completed by Defence, France, Germany, and Japan have emerged as
potential international partners. All three countries have proven submarine design and build
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capabilities and are currently producing submarines. France, Germany and Japan will be
invited to participate in this competitive evaluation process that will assess their ability to
partner with Australia to develop a Future Submarine that meets our capability requirements.
The Department of Defence will invite potential international partners to seek opportunities
for Australian industry participation in the Future Submarine Program.
The competitive evaluation process will help the Government balance important
considerations including capability, cost, schedule, and risk. Interoperability with our alliance
partner, the United States, will also be a fundamental consideration. The competitive
evaluation process will take around ten months, after which an international partner will be
selected for Australia’s Future Submarine Program. Further details about Australian industry
involvement are also expected to be known at that point. The competitive evaluation process
will ensure that capability, cost, schedule, and key strategic considerations, along with
Australian industry involvement, are carefully and methodically considered, and avoid
unnecessary delays to the Future Submarine Program.
The Department of Defence will hold industry briefings to inform Australian industry about
the process and how they can engage with potential international partners. An expert
advisory panel will also be appointed to oversee the competitive evaluation process.

RUSI Australia will examine the issue in depth at Australia’s Future Submarine
Summit in Adelaide later this month – see page 5 for more information.

ADF support following Queensland’s Cyclone Marcia
The ADF deployed a 100-person Emergency Support
Force (ESF) from the Townsville-based 3rd Brigade to
assist recovery operations in the areas worst affected by
Tropical Cyclone Marcia. The ESF operated in the
Yeppoon, Rockhampton and Mt Morgan areas focusing
their efforts on post-disaster clean-up operations at 16
schools and four aged-care facilities. Engineer elements
from the Townsville-based 3rd Brigade deployed to the
township of Sarina, south of Mackay, and also to the
Rockhampton area to assist Queensland State Emergency
Service personnel, emergency management officials and
local council personnel. Army Reserve soldiers from the
Rockhampton-based 31/42 Royal Queensland Regiment
also contributed. The two Royal Australian Air Force
aircraft, an AP-3C Orion maritime patrol aircraft and a
KA350 King Air provided wide area surveillance of
cities, towns, infrastructure and roads for the Queensland
emergency management officials.
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Institute News
Gallipoli August Offensives Centenary Battlefield Tour July/August 2015:
To enable
members who may wish to visit the relevant battlefields prior to the Centenary Commission
of Inquiry to be held 29 September 2015 (see below under Upcoming Events) the Institute has
identified two tours which members could undertake. Both of these tours will include
representatives who are also members of the Institute and who will accompany our members.
The two recommended tours are:
Battlefields of the World is offering an 11-day fully-escorted Gallipoli tour from 17 – 27
July, which will include four full days inspecting the battlefields. As
it will not coincide with the official centenary service at Lone Pine, it
will avoid the crowds expected at that time. It will be led by one of
our members, Lieutenant Colonel Peter Sweeny RFD (Ret’d), a
qualified battlefield guide and military historian who will be
delivering our Gallipoli centenary lecture on 28 Apr 15 – see below.
The land cost is $3,410 per person, twin share; and the return air fare
from Sydney is $2,649 per person; total = $6,059 per person, twin
Image Source: Battlefields of the world
share. For details see http://battlefieldsoftheworld.com.au
Military History Tours (Australia) Pty Ltd, who conducted our New Guinea battlefield
tour in 2014, is advertising a “Lone Pine 100th
Anniversary Tour 2015”, which will also take in other
August offensive sites such as Chunuk Bair. It will be a
10-day fully-escorted battlefield tour from 3 to 12 August
and will include the official centenary service at Lone
Pine. It will be escorted by one of our members,
Lieutenant Colonel John Howells RFD (Ret’d), our
webmaster. John would be happy to adjust the itinerary to
meet any special needs of our group. The cost for the
ground component is $3,700.00 per person, twin share. Image Source: Military History Tours of Australia
Air fares from Sydney would be additional. For details
see www.militaryhistorytours.com.au
Any members who wish to undertake one of these tours are asked to notify the Institute’s
Office Manager on phone: (02) 9393 2324 or email: office@rusinsw.org.au so that the RUSI
attendance can be coordinated.
Australia’s Future Submarine Summit 24 and 25-26 March 2015 Adelaide Convention
Centre:
RUSI Australia is conducting a significant national event in Adelaide at the
Convention Centre 24th to 26th March. Full details of the Summit are to be found at the
conference website: www.subsummit.com.au The Conference Organising Committee will
be pleased to see the members of the other RUSI
constituent bodies attend the conference, and are
offering a special discount of 25% off the
advertised full attendance price for financial
members of any constituent body of RUSI who
are attending in a personal capacity (i.e. not
funded by a company or other organisation).
Image Source: SubSummit
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This discounted entry is available by emailing the RUSI National Secretary at:
webmaster@rusi.org.au
Seeking details on Wing Commander Noel Constantine – Australian Spitfire Ace in Burma
1943-44
In the Burma campaign of the Second World War from June 1943
to March 1944, Australian Squadron Leader Noel Constantine was
the commanding officer of No 136 Squadron RAF.
On 20 January 1944 at 0915 in response to a report of a large
number of enemy aircraft sighted over Maungdaw, Squadron
Leader Constantine scrambled with ten other Spitfires of No. 136
Squadron. A little after 0945 at least fifty Japanese aircraft were
spotted between 18,000 and 24,000 feet. Unbeknown to
Constantine these were the latest Japanese fighters, the Ki-44
Tojo. Even more enemy aircraft could be seen below 10,000 feet,
making perhaps close to 100 in the vicinity.
Undaunted, Constantine led his Spitfires, outnumbered perhaps by
around eight to one, into attack on the enemy aircraft at the lower
altitude. In the dogfights which lasted about twenty minutes, the Spitfires claimed five
victories, four probables and six damaged in total. Constantine himself shot down one
Tojo, and claimed four more as probables or damaged.

Image Source: Air Power Development Centre

Wing Commander Noel Constantine, described in the official RAF history as a great
Australian and inspirational leader, came from Albury, NSW, and Cowes, Phillip
Island, Victoria He was reported to have died in an air crash after the war, while air
lifting medical supplies in Indonesia.
Bryn Evans – author of The Decisive Campaigns of the Desert Air Force 1942-1945
(Pen & Sword 2014), is seeking reminiscences, records, writings or photographs
pertaining to the life of Wing Commander Constantine, and on other veterans who
served in the Burma campaign. Contact: email bryn.evans@ozemail.com.au, Tel 02
9438 1939/Mob 0428 108 081

Upcoming RUSI NSW Events
Lunchtime lectures are open to anyone interested. The papers presented are
subsequently published in our Journal, United Service, and can then be accessed via
our website
Tuesday 31 March 2015 – Lunchtime lecture at 1.00pm at the Sydney Mechanics
School of Arts Theatre, Level 1, 280 Pitt Street – the speaker will be Captain Mona
Shindy CSC RAN and the subject will be “Islam in the Australian context.” The
lunchtime lectures are open to anyone interested.
Tuesday 28 April 2015 – Lunchtime lecture at 1.00pm at the Sydney Mechanics
School of Arts Theatre, Level 1, 280 Pitt Street – the speaker will be Lieutenant
Colonel Peter Sweeney RFD (Ret’d) and the subject will be “The Gallipoli
Campaign.” The lunchtime lectures are open to anyone interested.
Image Source: P Sweeney
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Tuesday 27 May 2015 – The 3rd International Defence and Security Dialogue will be held
in the Parliament House Theatrette from 1330 – 1800 hours. It
is a RUSI Australia national conference and is being organised
by New South Wales. The topic will be ‘Australia, Indonesia
and Regional Security’. It will feature an expert panel discussion
to identify regional security interests that Australia and
Indonesia share in common and to explore how Australia and
Indonesia could cooperate in preparing for and addressing
certain potential regional security challenges. The keynote
address, the 2015 Blamey Oration, will be delivered by Mr
Dennis Richardson, AO, Secretary of Defence. The expert
panel will be: Lieutenant General Agus Widjojo (Retired),
Centre for Strategic and International Studies, Indonesia;
Professor Damien Kingsbury, Deakin University; and Professor
Peter Leahy, AC, University of Canberra.
Cost to attend will be $50 for members and students and $75 for
non-members.

To register please contact our office: office@rusinsw.org.au
For more information http://www.rusinsw.org.au/site/International_Dialogue_2015.asp
Tuesday 29 September 2015 – An all-day Gallipoli August Offensive Centenary
Commission of Inquiry will be held at the Sydney Mechanics School of Arts Theatre,
Level 1, 280 Pitt Street – further details will be announced in due course.

Upcoming Events by other Organisations
Saturday 21 March 2015 Sydney Commemoration for the end of OP Slipper mission in
Afghanistan and the Middle East.
The Parade will be along George
St, commencing at 1000, followed
by a Commemorative Ceremony
held around the Pool of Reflection
at the ANZAC Memorial, Southern
section of Hyde Park, commencing
approximately 1130 and concluding by 1230. There will be a fly-past during the course of the
Parade and the salute will be taken by the Reviewing Officer, the Governor of NSW, on the
steps of the Town Hall. The purpose of these events is to provide the Australian public the
chance to thank all those who participated in Op SLIPPER, Australia’s whole-of-government
commitment to the International Security Assistance Force mission in Afghanistan and the
Middle East, which commenced in October 2001. By so doing, the public is able to recognise
the commitment and sacrifice of all personnel who deployed as part of the fight against
terrorism across Afghanistan and the Middle East. For more information please click this link
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Friday 20 March 2015 at 11.00am ABC Radio Retrospect is a major digital project which
explores the impact of the war in Afghanistan on the lives of six former Australian Defence
force personnel and their families. ABC Radio will launch Retrospect, an innovative project
offering audiences across Australia and internationally access to
intimate and affecting stories with a dedicated new website and
a landmark series of six powerful radio documentaries to be
broadcast on Earshot, ABC RN’s flagship documentary
program. Retrospect features in-depth interviews with Army
veterans and their families, striking portraits by photo journalist
Stephen Dupont, along with remarkable video shot by ABC
Cinematographer, Neale Maude on location in Afghanistan for
Four Corners, most of which has not been seen before.
Image Source: ABC Radio
Veterans also share their own videos and photos to create a
unique portrayal of how war is experienced by army personnel and their families in the era of
digital communication.
10-12 April 2015 -Historical Aircraft Restoration Society is holding Air
Museum Open Days, located at the Illawarra Regional Airport Cnr
Airport Road and Boomerang Avenue Albion Park Rail. Aircraft on
display (no flying), see in progress restorations and open cockpits.
Adults $10 Children$2 Families $20. For more information visit
http://hars.org.au/2014/11/hars-open-days-commence-november-2014/
Telephone: 4257 4333

Image Source: HARA

Sunday 19th April 2015 10.00am - ANZAC Church Service St Stephen's
Anglican Church, Corner Mowbray Road & Sydney Street Willoughby. To
mark the Centenary of the landing at ANZAC Cove, 25th April 1915 with
music from Cameraygal Wind Symphony and the St James' Singers.
Invitations have been sent to Consuls-General of countries involved
including Great Britain, New Zealand, Germany and Turkey.
Image Source: St Stephen's Church

The Great Debate: Conscription and National Service 1912-1972 Conference, Melbourne 30
May 2015 This conference, convened by Military History and Heritage Victoria Inc., will
be held at the Mechanics Institute in
Oakleigh, Melbourne on 30 May
2015. To be held close to the 50th
anniversary of the first national
servicemen entering Army in the
Vietnam period, the conference will
examine
the
history,
politics,
controversy and experience of compulsory military service in critical periods of Image Source: MHHV
Australia’s history. These include the introduction of Universal Military
Training from 1912, the great conscription debates in Australia and at the Front during 1916
and 1917, the introduction of National Service during the Cold War from 1951 and the most
controversial period of conscription between 1965 and 1972, during the Vietnam War. This
impactful conference will have plenty of insights and intriguing commentary from a highly
informed and relevant range of historians, veterans and social observers both for and against
conscription as a tool of Australian governments at war.
The Hon. Tim Fischer, AC,
GCPO, former Deputy Prime Minister of Australia and national serviceman, will be the
keynote speaker. Download the full program and register for the conference here
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6–8 October 2015 – The Pacific2015 International Maritime
Conference will be held at the Sydney Exhibition Centre at
Glebe Island. The conference, organised by The Royal
Institute of Naval Architects and The Institute of Marine
Engineering, Science and Technology will allow delegates to
be involved in discussions about the latest developments in
marine engineering and maritime technology; both in the areas Image Source: Maritime Conference
of defence and commercial shipping. The conference will coincide with the prestigious
Royal Australian Navy Sea Power Conference, the Navy Week celebrations in Sydney and
the PACIFIC2015 International Maritime Exposition which is organised by Maritime
Australia Limited. For further details see: www.pacific2015.com.au/international-maritimeconference
Papers are being sought on the following conference program topics:
o Commercial Ship Technology,
o Maritime Safety,
o Naval Ship Technology,
o Maritime Environment Protection,
o Submarine Technology,
and
o Offshore Resource Industry.
o Commercial Ships Operations,
With a strong interest in this conference several requests for an extension to the deadline for
submission of abstracts have been received. Accordingly, abstracts can now be submitted
until Monday 23 March 2015. Acceptance of Abstracts will be advised to authors by 6 April
2015. Instructions on abstract format and guidelines are available on the conference website.

Recent Past Events
24 February 2015 – The lunchtime lecture held at the Sydney Mechanics School of
Arts was presented by Mr Peter Grose , Author, and the subject was be “A good place
to hide; how a French community saved thousands of lives in World War 11”. The
paper will be published in the June 2015 edition of United Service
Image Source P. Grose

Tuesday 27 January 2015 – The lunchtime lecture held at the SMSA
Theatre was given by Commodore Michael Flynn and Colonel John
Hutchison, MC, of the Royal United Services Institute, New South
Wales, and the subject was the “The 1989 Tiananmen Square Massacre as
we observed it”. The paper will be published in the June 2015 edition of
United Service.
Representation at Events No representation was required for events
during December and January.

Image Source Theodora Fox

General Defence News
Defence Operations

Air Force commences unmanned serial system training in the United States. On 23
February the Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence announced that the RAAF
has commenced training aircrew and support staff on United States Air Force (USAF) MQ-9
Reaper Unmanned Aerial System (UAS) operations in the United States. Mr Chester said
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that the training program provides a cost effective method to increase the ADF’s
understanding of complex UAS operations and how this capability can be best used to protect
Australian troops on future operations. Air Force currently has five personnel training to be
MQ-9 air vehicle operators and payload operators at Holloman Air Force Base, New Mexico,
and a communication systems engineer at Creech Air Force Base, Nevada.
RAAF C-27J Spartan training set to commence. Flight
training is about to commence on Australia’s newest transport
aircraft, the Alenia C-27 J Spartan Battlefield Airlift aircraft.
The Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence, has
confirmed that over the coming weeks, RAAF aircrew will
commence airborne training in Texas in United States.
“These pilots and loadmasters will go on to become our first
qualified C-27J crew members,” Mr Chester said. Mr Chester
emphasised the contribution that the aircraft will make to
tactical airlift in Australia and around the Asia Pacific region. Ten C-27J Spartans will
replace the retired DHC-4 Caribou, an Australian icon of the skies which flew for over 40
years. The first RAAF C-27J is set to arrive in Australia in the middle of 2015.
Air Force Cadets receive new self-launching gliders. On 23 February The Parliamentary
Secretary to the Minister for Defence, Darren Chester
and the Chief of Air Force, Air Marshal Geoff Brown,
AO presented the Australian Air Force Cadets with
their newest self-launching glider at the Australian
International Airshow 2015, at Avalon. “The new
gliders are a great initiative which will help expose Air
Force cadets to aviation training and flying skills,” Mr
Chester said.
“The Australian Air Force Cadets is a youth
development program, supported by Air Force.
There is a strong emphasis on gliding and aeronautical skills. I am delighted that Air
Force can provide these new gliders to support AAFC flying activities,” AIRMSHL
Brown said. “Currently seven of the ASK-21 Mi self-launching gliders have been
delivered to cadet units in Stonefield, South Australia, Bathurst, NSW, and Warwick
in Queensland, with four more to be delivered in mid-2015.
$18 million Defence facilities project for Darwin An $18 million project to construct a
Multi User Barge Ramp Facility in Darwin has been referred to the Parliamentary Standing
Committee on Public Works, Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister for Defence, Darren
Chester announced 4 March . Mr Chester said the facilities, at East Arm Port in Darwin,
would provide the Royal Australian Navy with the logistic support capability for the new
Landing Helicopter Dock ships and amphibious vessels. The construction cost is estimated at
$18 million, and Defence has agreed to contribute approximately $16 million. The Land
Development Corporation will provide existing land, road access and infrastructure estimated
to cost $28.5 million to the project. Subject to Parliamentary approval, construction is
expected to commence in mid 2015 and be completed by mid 2016.
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Defence Exercises

Royal Australian Air Force arrives in Guam for Exercise Cope North. Over 200 RAAF
personnel, eight F/A-18A/B Hornets, a KC-30A
Multi Role Tanker Transport, and C-130J Hercules
deployed to Andersen Air Force Base on the tiny
western Pacific island of Guam for Exercise Cope
North Guam 2015. This is the fourth time the
RAAF has participated in Cope North Guam. This
year participating forces from United States, Japan
and Australia will focus on air combat training and
undertake a multi-lateral humanitarian assistance
and disaster relief exercise.
Commander of the Australian Contingent, Group Captain Phil Gordon, said Exercise Cope
North will provide excellent opportunities for RAAF personnel to work closely with key
allies to improve interoperability and effectiveness in a multilateral environment. “I am
particularly excited to be working with elements of the Japan Air Self Defence Force. I think
there
is
a
lot
we
can
learn
from
each
other.”
The activity was based at Anderson Air Force Base with expeditionary elements operating
from the Commonwealth of Northern Marianas Islands of Rota and Tinian and ran from the
15-27 February 2015.
Defence Industry

Tender announced for Pacific Patrol Boat Replacement Project.
On 5th March the
Government announced the Request for Tender (RFT) for the replacement – Australian-made
– Pacific Patrol Boats under the Pacific Maritime Security Program, Project SEA3036 Phase
1. This project represents a significant investment
in Australian defence industry with the Australianmade patrol boats worth $594 million in addition to
through life sustainment and personnel costs
estimated at $1.38 billion over 30 years. Building
towards the release of the Defence White Paper, in
December last year, the Government announced a
plan that will allow for a sustainable naval
shipbuilding industry that supports shipbuilding
jobs.
The current Pacific Patrol Boat Program is the centrepiece of the Australian Government’s
engagement in the South Pacific. As part of Australia’s continued commitment to maritime
security in the Pacific region, this project involves the construction in Australia of up to 21
steel-hulled replacement patrol vessels. With the existing Pacific Patrol Boats soon
approaching their end of service life, the Government has committed to replacing the fleet
with new Australian made vessels. This will assist Pacific Island countries to continue to take
an active part in securing their own extensive Exclusive Economic Zones. The replacement
vessels will be larger and more capable than the current fleet. They will also have greater
seakeeping ability, habitability and endurance, and will be updated for the contemporary
operating environment.
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The RFT will be an open tender for both the procurement and sustainment of the replacement
vessels, along with sustainment of the current Pacific Patrol Boats until their end of life, as
well as the new Tongan Landing Craft Medium. Under the essential requirements of the
RFT, the replacement vessels will be built in Australia, and be of steel hull construction.
Following this tender process, the Government is likely to make further decisions about this
project nearing the end of 2015.
Australia’s OneSky: the most advanced, integrated air traffic
control system in the world Australia’s new OneSky initiative
will bring civil and military air traffic control together under one
air traffic management system for the first time, improving
aviation efficiency and safety.
Acting Prime Minister and
Minister for Infrastructure and Regional Development Warren
Truss has announced that Airservices Australia, in partnership
with the Department of Defence, will enter into an Advanced
Work contracting arrangement with Thales Australia – the critical
next step for delivering OneSky. Making the announcement at
the Australian International Airshow in Avalon, Victoria, Mr Kevin Andrews: Minister for Defence also spoke
Truss said that the single, modernised system will enhance at the launch.
navigation and communication capabilities to allow Australia to keep on top of global
changes in aircraft technology. “Once implemented, Airservices Australia and Defence will
share technology and information, giving Australia the most advanced and integrated air
traffic control system in the world.
OneSky will be introduced via a phased transition from 2018 to 2021. OneSky will replace
the current civilian system, The Australian Advanced Air Traffic System, which was first
developed and commissioned in the late 1990s. The procurement of a single system takes
advantage of a once-in-a-generation opportunity where both civil and military systems are
due for renewal. The shared approach will realise combined savings of several hundred
million dollars.
LAND 400 Phase 2 – Mounted Combat Reconnaissance Capability On 19 February, the
Minister for Defence announced the Australian Government has given First Pass approval for
project LAND 400 Phase 2 – Mounted Combat Reconnaissance Capability. The Request for
Tender has been released for the multi-billion dollar project to replace the Australian Defence
Force’s Australian Light Armoured Vehicle (ASLAV).
Mr Andrews, together with the Minister for Industry
and Science, The Hon. Ian Macfarlane MP, urged
Australian industry to take advantage of opportunities
arising from project Land 400 Phase 2. Speaking at
the Puckapunyal Army Base, Mr Andrews said
Australian industry would have the opportunity to
participate in both the acquisition and support phases.
The upcoming Defence White Paper will confirm the
remaining scope of the program, which is likely to
provide an infantry fighting vehicle, currently partly
provided by the M113 Armoured Personnel Carrier, a manoeuvre support vehicle, and an
integrated training system. When fully delivered, the LAND 400 Program will allow Army
to successfully sustain mounted close combat against emerging and future threats as part of a
joint force.
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Joint research program upgrades Super Hornet
The Assistant Minister for Defence,
th
Stuart Robert, announced on 7 March that a collaborative research program between the
Defence Science and Technology Organisation (DSTO) and the US Navy has resulted in
upgrades to the radar warning receiver in the Royal Australian Air Force’s F/A-18F Super
Hornets. “A significant improvement to a defence capability has been realised through the
exceptional collaborative work of Australian defence scientists and our US allies,” Mr Robert
said. “Importantly for Australia, the US Navy considered this program of work to be highly
successful and as a result is keen to undertake more collaborative work.”
The project, which began in 2008, will give the aircraft
a greater ability to fight in a modern complex electronic
warfare environment.
Mr Robert said Australian
industry had been involved in a number of significant
contracts developing ground support software in support
of the program, as had a number of small software and
hardware development companies under contract to
DSTO. The radar warning receiver upgrade will soon
be fitted to the US fleet of Hornets and Super Hornets
and to Australia’s fleet in the near future.
DSTO and Airbus Group form strategic alliance DSTO has formed a new strategic
alliance with Airbus Group Australia Pacific. The agreement
was signed in an inaugural alliance management committee
meeting during the Australian International Air Show at Avalon.
The alliance will see the two organisations work closely together
on a range of research and development projects related to
aerospace defence technologies. In particular, it will facilitate
collaboration between DSTO and the Airbus Group in defence
aircraft systems (including helicopters) and communications.
Initially it will focus on maximising the capability of ADF
aerospace fleets throughout their service life, and on improving communications capability.
Chief Defence Scientist, Dr Alex Zelinsky, said the alliance is a further step forward in
strengthening the ADF’s aerospace capabilities. “Our collaboration with Airbus Group will
ensure the highest levels of support for the ADF’s future aerospace systems,” Dr Zelinsky
said. Airbus Group Australia Pacific Managing Director, Dr Jens Goennemann, said the
partnership is an exciting initiative for both organisations. “Combining Airbus Group’s
aerospace expertise with DSTO’s scientific innovation will lead to increased Australian
defence capabilities in the future.”
International

Visit of NATO’s Chairman of the Military Committee.
Assistant Minister for Defence, Stuart Robert and NATO
Chairman of the Military Committee, General Knud
Bartels met on 18 February to discuss Australia’s strong
and continuing links with NATO. General Bartels was in
Australia for a three day visit to thank Australia for its
contribution to operations in Afghanistan and to discuss
how Australia and NATO can work together in the future.
Mr Robert said Australia had developed strong ties with
NATO after working alongside NATO members in Afghanistan. “Our common objectives in
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Afghanistan have forged closer links than previously existed with NATO,” Mr Robert said.
Minister Robert and General Bartels discussed a range of topics including current global
security issues in Iraq, Afghanistan and the situation in Ukraine, as well as options for
Australia’s future cooperation with NATO through the Enhanced Opportunities Partnership
announced at the NATO Summit in September 2014. While in Australia General Bartels
also met with the Chief of Defence Force, Air Chief Marshal Mark Binskin and Secretary of
Defence, Mr Dennis Richardson and conducted a tour of Headquarters Joint Operations
Command.
US Navy growing P-8 Poseidon Operations in the Western Pacific. The U.S. Navy is
cutting its teeth on the new Boeing P-8A Poseidon
long range maritime Multi-Mission Aircraft with
deployments to the U.S. 7th Fleet Area of
Responsibility (AOR), with the third rotation of
the type currently ongoing at Kadena Air Base in
Okinawa, Japan since the first one began at the
end of 2013. A typical deployment to Kadena lasts
between six to seven months, and currently
consists of a single squadron of Lockheed Martin
P-3C Orions and one of P-8As to demonstrate the
ability of the two platforms to operate effectively
in a high-tempo environment. Starting in late January, Patrol Squadron (VP) 45 arrived at
Kadena Air Base from Naval Air Station Jacksonville, Fla. with six aircraft to conduct its first
deployment to the 7th Fleet AOR since completing the transition to the Poseidon from the P3C in early 2014.
Recently the US Navy undertook a three-week deployment to the Philippines which included
hosting military personnel from the Philippines on a patrol off Luzon Island to “demonstrate
the P-8A’s capabilities in both the littoral and open ocean environment and the flight
characteristics of the P-8A in both high altitude reconnaissance missions and low altitude
patrol regimes”, according to a press release issued by the 7th Fleet. This is the first time the
U.S Navy has acknowledged flying P-8s from the Philippines. According to Col. Restituto
Padilla, a spokesman for the Philippine armed forces, the Poseidons replaced the Orions on
the rotations in 2014 but no announcement had been made till now.
In late Febuary, the US Navy despatched one squadron aircraft each to airshows in
Bangalore, India and Avalon, Australia which are incidentally both export customers of the P8. It was at Avalon that James Detwiler, Boeing’s P-8 Business Development Director for
Maritime Systems, briefed the media on several aspects of the program, including details
about deployments to the 7th Fleet AOR. The United States has already committed to
acquiring 117 P-8s, with Boeing having already delivered 21 aircraft to date. Australia has
ordered eight more aircraft, with four more on option. The P-8’s room for future growth,
which Boeing has already planned for with increased capability known as Increment II and
Increment III, will see wideband Satellite Communications equipment, High Altitude AntiSubmarine Warfare and inflight refuelling capability added to an already very capable
aircraft. For the full article on this subject please go to USNI News Weekly Update for
03/04/2015
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The Ursula Davidson Library has commenced a barcoding and stocktaking project that
will need volunteers.

OPERATION BARCODE Call for volunteers
Contact the library with details of your availability.
Call (02) 9393 2325 or email: office@rusinsw.org.au

Operation Barcode is planned as a five phase operation:
o Phase One: Design a barcode and stock-taking
project, include scope of resources and time frame. [Completed]
o Phase Two: Call for volunteers, train volunteers in conducting the barcode check
process. [In progress]
o Phase Three: Schedule regular volunteer visits to execute Operation Barcode over a
number of weeks from March, April and May 2015. All volunteers will work in pairs
to help with accuracy and speed.
o Phase Four: Update catalogue and book records with information gathered during
phase 3.
o Phase Five: Presentation of updated catalogue for national access through TROVE
[National Library of Australia] and the RUSI NSW website.
There have been a number of people who have stepped forward recently and have
provided their time as volunteers, this has been greatly appreciated. We hope this will
prove to be another productive exercise.

About the RUSI of NSW

Founded as the United Service Institution of New South Wales in 1888, the Royal United
Services Institute of New South Wales today is one of seven self-governing constituent
bodies of the Royal United Services Institute of Australia.
The aim of the Institute is to promote informed debate on, and to improve public awareness
and understanding of, defence and national security. To this end, the Institute:







contributes to the national debate on defence and security policy;
publishes a highly-respected professional journal;
arranges regular lectures and seminars on defence and security issues and occasionally
military history;
organises visits to defence and security establishments and battlefield tours;
operates a public library, specialising in defence and security literature dating from the
late 18th century to the current day; and
conducts social and networking functions for members.

The Institute’s rooms and the Ursula Davidson Library are on Level 20, Defence Plaza, 270
Pitt Street, Sydney – very close to Town Hall and Museum railway stations. Tea/coffee and
biscuits are available without charge and members and visitors are encouraged to use the
facilities for reading or research, or just as a base when visiting the city of Sydney.
However, prior to visiting for the first time please contact the Office Manager to arrange
access to the Office. For additional information please visit our website at
www.rusinsw.org.au or call the Office at (02) 9393 2325.
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Books for sale

All books are duplicates, donation or discarded from our collection
and are in good condition.
Japan at war: An oral history - H.T. Cook & T. F. Cook - $15.00
D-Day: The Battle for Normandy - A. Beevor - $25.00
Pacific Fury: How Australia & allies defeated the Japanese Scourge - P. Thompson - $30.00
Hell's Battlefield : Australians in New Guinea in WWII - P. Bradley - $30.00
Battle of the wine dark sea: The Aegean Campaign 1940-1945 - L. Lind - $10.00
The Great War - L. Carlyon - $30.00
The Second world war - A. Beevor - $25.00
U-Boat far from home: Epic voyage of U862 to Aust. and NZ - D. Stevens - $20.00
Military errors of world war two - K. Macksey - $16.00
Green Armour: Classic account of the war in New Guinea - O. White - $15.00
Australia under siege: Japanese submarine raiders 1942 - S.L. Carruthers - $10
Eleven bloody days: Battle for Milne Bay - B. Boettcher - $30.00
Toku Tai: Japanese submarine operations in Australian waters - L. Lind - $25.00
Whispering death: Australian airmen in the pacific war - M. Johnston - $20.00
Darwin spitfires: The Real battle for Australia - A. Cooper - $25.00
Australia 1942: In the shadow of war - Ed. P.J. Dean - $35.00
Tocumwal to Tarakan: Australians & the consolidated B-24 Liberator- M.V. Nelmes - $50.00
The RAAF Hudson story: Book One - D. Vincent - $50.00
Darwin's air war: 1942-1945 an illustrated history - Aviation Historical Soc. of NT - $20.00
The Secret battle 1942-1944: Convoy battle-east coast of Aust during WWII- R. Wallace $20.00
Feather and brush: Three centuries of Australian bird art - P. Olsen $45.00
Churchill and Australia. - G. Freudenberg $28.00
Singapore 1941-1942: The Japanese Version of the Malayan Campaign of World War II- M.
Tsuji. $20.00
The Path of infinite sorrow: the Japanese on the Kokoda Track - C. Collie & H. Marutani.
$20.00
South West Pacific 1941-45 - E.G. Keogh $30.00
The Commanders: Australian Military Leadership in the Twentieth Century - D. M. Horner
$55.00
To arrange payment and delivery of the book, call the Librarian
- Theodora Fox (02) 9393 2325
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